Is the EU biodiversity policy fit for its purpose?
Lessons learnt from a policy analysis on actor coalitions and strategies
during the EU fitness check evaluation in 2015
1. Background
27 years after the adoption of the European-wide Natura 2000 network of protected areas, the overall status of
biodiversity throughout Europe continues to be critical. The implementation process of Natura 2000 was marked by
delays and conflicts and is far from being completed. This process caused long-lasting discussions about the effectiveness
of the Birds and Habitats Directives, of which Natura 2000 is part of, in achieving their objectives at political level. In
2015 the EU thus conducted a Regulatory Fitness and Performance (REFIT) process, the so-called ‘fitness check’, to
assess the overall performance of the directives. This process did, however, not result in the suggestion to revise the
legislative framework but suggested to better implement it instead. Based on the identified shortcomings, an action
plan on implementation was developed.
This policy brief analyses the policy process that surrounded the EU fitness check, asking the following questions:
•
•

What actor coalitions arose and how did they position during the evaluation process?
What strategies have the coalitions adopted and how did these influence the political process?

The Birds and Habitats Directives is the EU’s main instrument to sustain
Europe’s most threatened species and habitats. The nature directives demand
the protection of certain species and habitats in the EU and the establishment
of the Natura 2000 network of protected areas. The directives do not prohibit
Method
the management of protected sites, but the management has to be consistent
with the conservation objectives. Today, the network covers around 18 % of
The findings are based on interviews
the EU’s land area and 9,5 % of its marine territory.
with 15 key stakeholders involved
in the fitness check process at the
2. Key findings
EU level carried out in spring 2017,
including actors from environmental
a) Actor coalitions during the EU fitness check evaluation in 2015
groups, EU Commission, extractive
industry groups and landowner and
Three main actor coalitions were identified during the REFIT proces
s: a nature conservation coalition, a land use coalition and an extractive user groups. The analysis applied
a concept from political science
industry coalition.
(Advocacy Coalition Framework
The nature conservation coalition argued that the EU nature directives (ACF)), which puts emphasis on
represent a key tool for biodiversity conservation. To them, the directives as actor coalitions, their beliefs and
such were fit for their purpose. Yet, a lack of implementation and enforcement political strategies to achieve their
of the directives were perceived as main cause for a lack of effectiveness. goals in a specific policy process.
Consequently, this coalition emphasized that the directives itself should not
be revised. Rather, efforts should focus on implementation and enforcement.
This coalition consisted mainly of representatives of environmental nongovernment organizations (NGOs) and environmental administrations.
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The extractive industry coalition described as a main
problem that the legislation represents significant
burdens to industry, but also, they expressed that it
would provide legal certainty and coherence for industry
actors. As the involved actors had already adapted to
the legislation, a re-opening was perceived to harm legal
certainties but also to potentially bring new advantages.
Generally, this coalition perceived that industry concerns
were underrepresented in the discussion, which caused
problems for them. As a result, there was disagreement in
this coalition whether the directives should be re-opened
or not. Clear guidance by the Commission on coherent
requirements was, however, unanimously requested.

The land use coalition presented a view that the
nature directives result in a burden for land managers
(management restrictions and administration), which is
often not compensated for. According to this coalition,
the poor integration of landowners and managers in the
past is critical for current implementation problems. Yet,
also this coalition argued in sum against a revision of the
legislation (despite some voices of related associations
from different member states asking for a revision)
as it may create uncertainty and excessive additional
administrative efforts, without any improvements related
to the integration of land-owners and managers in the
implementation process. Instead amendments to the
annexes were suggested. Generally, this coalition also
emphasized that the focus should be on implementation,
yet they emphasised that it is a key issue to involve
landowners and users – and to make the legislation
more flexible regarding the protected annexes with
protected species and habitats. Actors from this coalition
included associations from farming, forestry, hunting
and landowners as well as representatives of forest and
agriculture administrations.
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b) Success and failure in coalition building

leverage of these actors, as this alliance brought together
economic and environmental arguments. On the contrary,
the land use coalition was described as being less united
and less perceptible during the fitness check. Their
narrative was seen as less stringent, arguing on the one
hand that there are major problems related to the nature
directives and annexes specifically, while on the other
hand claiming that the legislation as such should not be
changed. In the end, interestingly, actors from both, nature
and land use coalitions, explained that they would not
want the legislation to be re-opened. Interviewees from
both sides indicated that they perceived the respective
other coalition as more powerful and the outcome of a
revision of the legislation as too uncertain for their own
beliefs and interests.

The success of the actor coalitions strongly depended on
the narratives they used in their lobbying during the REFIT
process. The nature conservation coalition successfully
set up the ‘Nature Alert Campaign’. They built a simple
narrative, putting the fitness check into a question of: ‘Are
you in favour of nature or not?’. This coalition presented
the fitness check as an attack on nature conservation
coming from the top of the Commission, and namely
the Juncker team, which would want to undermine EU
nature legislation. Through this campaign, high public
attention was raised to the process. Moreover, the nature
conservation coalition and some extractive industry
actors built a loose strategic interest alliance arguing for
not revising the directives, which increased the political

Overview on main actor’s coalitions and their lines of argumentation
Nature conservation
coalition
The EU nature directives
represent a key tool for
biodiversity conservation,
which are fit for their
purpose; nature
conservation policy in the
EU is not hampered by
the institutional frame,
but by lacking political
commitment to implement
it.
Causes to lack of
effectiveness are lack
of implementation and
enforcement, but not in
the directives as such.

Land coalition

Solution strategies and
responsibilities

The directives should not
be re-opened, as drivers
of biodiversity loss are
external. Efforts should
focus on implementation
and enforcement.

Actors

Environmental nongovernment organizations
(NGOs), environmental
administrations

The directives should not
be re-opened. Generally,
the focus needs to be on
implementation - involving
landowners and users - and
making the amendment
process for the annexes
more flexible.
Farming, forestry, hunting,
land owners associations,
land use administrations

Problem statement

(Political) causes

Industry coalition

The EU nature directives
add high burden to
land managers, which is
often not compensated.
Nevertheless, a re-opening
of the legislation would
create uncertainty and
excessive efforts.

The legislation represents
high burdens to industry,
but also brings certainty
and coherence, to which
industry had adapted.
A re-opening of the
legislation could threat
legal certainties obtained,
but could also bring
advantages depending on
the result of the process.
Landowners and managers Stringent implementation
had been poorly integrated of the directives is
into the EU nature policy,
complicated through
which led to problems of
incoherent national
implementation.
requirements. Socioeconomic needs are
underrepresented in the
discussions.
Disagreement whether
the directives should be
re-opened or not in this
group. Clear guidance by
Commission on coherent
requirements is needed.

Extractive industry
associations
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3. Reflections
As an outcome of the fitness check, the directives
were not touched, with the Commission stating that
the directives were fit for their purpose. This was also
consistent with actor demands as the main actor groups
at the EU level did not openly lobby for a re-opening of
the directives. Further, high public attention was raised
to this process by the nature conservation coalition.
This publicity may have worked as a “defence line” for
the policy, as an amendment potentially resulting in a
weakening of conservation elements would have been
subject to public scrutiny. By the end of the process,
the positions of the nature conservation coalition were
emphasized, even though they were initially the strongest
opponent of the fitness check. Consequently, the nature
conservation coalition eventually highlighted that the
fitness check would have turned into a success story for
the conservation movement, strengthening biodiversity
policy in the EU. Other actors described the process as
causing extensive efforts with only limited outcome at all.

4. Take home messages
•

fitness check and in strategically drawing attention
by the public to the fitness check evaluation. On the
contrary, the land use coalition was less visible during
the process, and their strategic activities were more
difficult to assess.
•

From a policy change perspective, we can conclude
that albeit different groups admitted that some
institutional changes regarding the nature directives
could have been reasonable, a mutually shared
perception of the involved actor groups of their
respective opponents as being (more) powerful
prevented the different coalitions from demanding
substantial policy change - an amendment of
the nature directives. This indicates that political
dynamics, perceptions and strategic considerations of
actors may result in an institutional status quo when
the fear of competing coalitions to be defeated is
bigger than their expectation to improve a policy in
their perspective through policy change.

•

The main outcome of the fitness check process
was instead that there is a need to focus on the
implementation of EU biodiversity policy. This is not
surprising given the rich literature on implementation
conflicts in relation to this policy. Looking at
former research, there is still a lot to be done at all
governance levels and by all actors involved, even
though the directives were considered as fit for their
purpose. Future research may focus on how better
implementation will play out in practice.

Concerning actors strategic positioning, the analysis
confirmed previous work showing the existence of
a nature conservation and a land use coalition in EU
conservation policy, and showing that actors adapt
various strategies to achieve their political goals.
In the REFIT case, the nature conservation coalition
was successful in having a clear storyline on the

Reference and further reading
• This policy brief is based on the Master thesis of Theresa Frei with the title “Fit for whom? A policy analysis of the
fitness check of EU nature legislation”, conducted at the University of Freiburg, Germany, in collaboration with the
European Forest Institute’s Bonn Office.
• EU Fitness Check: http://ec.europa.eu/environment/nature/legislation/fitness_check/index_en.htm
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